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Handbook on Advanced Design and Manufacturing Technologies for Biomedical DevicesSpringer, 2013

	â€‹The last decades have seen remarkable advances in computerâ€�aided design, engineering and manufacturing technologies, multiâ€�variable simulation tools, medical imaging, biomimetic design, rapid prototyping, micro and nanomanufacturing methods and information management resources, all of which provide new horizons for the...
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Apache Maven 3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Apache Maven is more than just build automation. When positioned at the very heart of your development strategy, Apache Maven can become a force multiplier not just for individual developers but for Agile teams and managers. This book covers implementation of Apache Maven with popular enterprise technologies/frameworks and introduces Agile...
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Beginning ASP .NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2005
Welcome to Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 E-Commerce in C# 2005: From Novice to Professional! The
explosive growth of retail over the Internet is encouraging more small- to medium-sized businesses
to consider the benefits of setting up e-commerce web sites. Although online retailing has
great and obvious advantages, there are also many hidden...
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Cubism (Art of Century)Parkstone Press, 2010

	
		Les Demoiselles d’Avignon: five young women that changed modern art forever. Faces seen simultaneously from the front and in profile, angular bodies whose once voluptuous feminine forms disappear behind asymmetric lines-with this painting, Picasso revolutionised the entire history of painting. Cubism was thus born in 1907....
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Astrology For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2007
Learn how to get your precise horoscope, decipher astrological symbols, and benefit from the phases of the moon with Astrology for Dummies, Second Edition. You’ll learn how to construct your birth chart, interpret its component parts, and use that information to gain insight into yourself and others. With easy-to-follow, hands-on...
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Punk Rock Warlord: the Life and Work of Joe Strummer (Ashgate Popular and Folk Music Series)Routledge, 2014

	Punk Rock Warlord explores the relevance of Joe Strummer within the continuing legacies of both punk rock and progressive politics. It is aimed at scholars and general readers interested in The Clash, punk culture, and the intersections between pop music and politics, on both sides of the Atlantic. Contributors to the collection represent a...
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Pro Windows Embedded Compact 7: Producing Device DriversApress, 2011


	Windows Embedded Compact 7 is really the latest version of Windows CE. Books dedicated to this

	operating system are relatively scarce. Windows CE turned into a proper RTOS when Windows CE 3.0

	was launched. A few books were published, most notably by Douglas Boling and James Wilson. The first

	book concentrated on application...
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VoIP Voice and Fax Signal ProcessingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Voice over IP (VoIP) gained popularity through actual deployments and by making use of VoIP - based telephone and fax calls with global roaming and connectivity via the Internet. Several decades of effort have gone into VoIP, and these efforts are benefi tting real applications. Several valuable books have been published by experts in the fi eld....
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Creating Web Pages SimplifiedVisual, 2009
The easiest way to learn how to create a Web page for your family or organization
Do you want to share photos and family lore with relatives far away? Have you been put in charge of communication for your neighborhood group or nonprofit organization? A Web page is the way to get the word out, and Creating Web Pages Simplified offers an...
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Running the Successful Hi-Tech Project OfficeArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book provides a blueprint to set up and run a project office in R&D environments, and covers major PO responsibilities, including project portfolio management, project oversight, methods and tool support, staffing and competence development and more.

This hands-on resource provides a blueprint to set up and run a project office...
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Molecular ForensicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Molecular Forensics offers a comprehensive coverage of the increasingly important role that molecular analysis plays within forensic science. Starting with a broad introduction of modern forensic molecular technologies, the text covers key issues from the initial scenes of crime sampling to the use of evidential material in the...
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Mastering SQL Server 2014 Data MiningPackt Publishing, 2014

	Master selecting, applying, and deploying data mining models to build powerful predictive analysis frameworks


	About This Book

	
		Understand the different phases of data mining, along with the tools used at each stage
	
		Explore the different data mining algorithms in depth
	
		Become...
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